
  

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

That becomes an agreement, because we are obligated from this point to affirm the reality that seeing has empowered us to 

investigate our mutual potential for life. It invites us to explore why are we here at the same time, and what has this moment 

in time given us to be able to do. It is an invitation to participate in each other’s life. We give each other what is needed for 

that moment in life.  

This video touched me on so many levels. If we could come together in Sawubona, real seeing, and to be empowered to 

investigate our mutual potential for life, how would our interactions with others change? How would we be with those that we 

want to avoid? How much more enriched we both would be on levels of our existence if we practiced Sawubona with 

everyone. 

I think Sawubona is a practice that leads to creating peace in our world. Instead of seeing someone as your enemy, a rival or a 

relative to avoid, we enter into the moment to see what this time has given us to be able to do, to learn, to heal, to release or 

to move forward into. How beautiful. 

Another line that Bishop stated in the video about Sawubona’s is, “How do I have to be as a human being for you to be free.” 

Wow! Image our actions, words and thoughts aligning around a mutual understanding and caring to move beyond our 

personal agendas but to help someone to be free on all levels. No judging or criticism or telling someone how to change their 

lives; just a desire to help someone be free. Would our world be different if we focused on what our role is in helping others to 

be free? Take the practice of Sawubona into your life and see how your daily interactions with others change. Sawubona. 

Dawn Fleming, Director of Energy Transformations is a Reiki Master, Medical Intuitive, Soul Life Coach, Sound Healer and 

Modern Mystic assisting clients worldwide to heal, find wholeness and balance, release stress, and remove blocks so they can 

live their dreams. reikidawn@yahoo.com  
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 Real Seeing with Sawubona 

I recently watched a video on Sawubona by Orlando Bishop, an elder carrier of Zulu 

tradition of South Africa. Bishop explains what sight and seeing really means as he 

discusses seeing with his eyes, his ancestors eyes’ and his spiritual eyes. Sawubona says 

we see you and the response is Yabo Sawubona; yes, we see you too. When two human 

beings meet in this gesture of Sawubona, the acknowledgement is we see each other.  
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SCHOOL OF ENERGY HEALING—ANNOUNCEMENTS AND CLASSES 

 

Announcing IGNITE Your Reiki Practice-21 Day online Empowerment Program for Reiki practitioners.  Are you ready to 

ignite your practice; learn how to use Reiki in new ways to support all areas of your life? Kerry Blank and myself address 

many topics that impact our daily lives and those of our clients. Topics include Reiki and Intuition, Reiki for Weight Loss, 

Reiki for Trauma, Reiki for Healing Depression, Reiki and the Realms of Miracles, and many more exciting topics. Sign up 

before June 1st and be entered into a drawing for a variety of prizes. Learn more here.  

Reiki Illumination Weekend Retreat—Our last Reiki retreat was such a hit that we are going to offer another retreat 

with more amazing presentations and activities. Kerry Blank and I will again be hosting the retreat. The dates are 

September 28th-30th at the El Robles Rancho Center in Oracle, AZ. There is a $50 discount for signing up before June 

30th.  Sign up today and claim your space in this Illuminating weekend. To learn more go here. 

Hara Repair Workshop in Millersville, MD.  Thank you Maryland students for asking me to come teach this class on 

June 23rd.  If you have clients with mystery illnesses, fertility issues, slow healing, or clients where the energy does not 

seem to hold, this class is for you. When your hara line is broken, fragmented, or scattered, your body leaks out its 

precious energy. Repairing the hara line can eliminate nagging problems along with pain and illnesses. See the 

information below.  

CLASSES - prices, details, and sign ups are linked here 

All classes below are approved for CEs for massage therapists. 

Reiki I, Saturday, June 9th, 9 am to 5 pm, Dewey, AZ. Empower yourself to release blocks, decrease stress and 

support your body's ability to create health and well-being.  Learn the powerful yet gentle art of energy healing, 

Reiki. In Reiki I you will learn what Reiki is, the dynamics of your energy field, how to create energetic balance with 

Reiki, how to do Reiki on yourself and others, and how to disconnect from negative energy at the end of the day. Sign 

up here. 

Reiki II, Sunday June 10th, 9am to 4pm, Dewey, AZ. Add tools to your Reiki toolbox. Learn how to send Reiki to 

someone at a distance, learn the Reiki symbols, and how to apply them in your life. Learn how to manifest your goals 

and more! Sign up here. 

Hara Repair, Saturday, June 23rd, Millersville, MD, 10 am to  5 pm.  CEs for massage therapists. When the hara line 

is leaking energy, your energy is no longer going to the vital organs and can create disease and imbalances. When the 

hara line is damaged in any way, the energy work that you do will not hold.  In this workshop you will learn how to 

access the hara line, what creates disturbances in the hara line, and how to restore the hara line. We will also talk 

about working with the energetic grid system in the body. Each person will have the opportunity to work on 

someone’s hara line and to be worked on as well. You must be working with energy for at least a year to sign up. Sign 

up here 

Karuna Master, July  21 and 22nd, Scottsdale, AZ. CEs for massage therapists. Must have completed Karuna I and II 

and be a Usui Reiki Master.  

Advanced Reiki Training, September 8, Dewey, AZ. This class follows Reiki II. It provides a lot of tools and prepares 

you for Reiki Master training. Learn how to do multi dimensional energy clearing technique, create a crystal healing 

grid, the Reiki Master symbol (how to draw and work with it), receive an attunement, and meet your Reiki guide. 

Reiki I and II classes, August date tba, in Scottsdale, AZ. CEs for massage therapists.  
 

If there is a class that you would like to take and you have three people or more, we can schedule one at your 

location or mine. You can contact me at reikidawn@yahoo.com 

Register or learn more about all classes here. 

 

https://energy-transformations.teachable.com/
https://www.energytransformations.org/collections/retreats/products/reiki-illumination-weekend-retreat
https://www.energytransformations.org/collections/workshops
https://www.energytransformations.org/collections/workshops
https://www.energytransformations.org/collections/workshops
https://www.energytransformations.org/collections/workshops
https://www.energytransformations.org/collections/workshops/products/hara-repair-workshop-may-13th
https://www.energytransformations.org/collections/workshops/products/hara-repair-workshop-may-13th
https://www.energytransformations.org/collections/workshops
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Northern Arizona IONS meetings:  

We have some fabulous presenters lined up for the new year. Meetings are the last Tuesday of every 

month, from 6 pm to 7:30 pm at the PCC POA in Dewey, AZ. All meetings are open to the public. If you 

would like to be added to the Northern Arizona IONS email list, email me at reikidawn@yahoo.com to 

sign up. We also have a Northern Arizona IONS facebook page as well.  

Upcoming meetings: 

May  29,  Expert Dowser Barbara Madding will talk about If Houses Could Talk. Learn about what energy dynamics 
impact your livability in your home.  
 
June 26, tba 
 
July 31, tba 
 

 Do you want to learn how to offer Continuing Education credits (CEs) for your Reiki or 
other holistic health classes. I have an online class that will teach you how to become an 
approved provider. Find our more here.   

 

 

 

Self Care—A Necessity  
 

I've been on a journey of sorts since this fall looking at self-care and what it means to me. I was coming off of a very 
stressful year and a half at work and before that I had a baby that didn't sleep for a year and a half. Good times for 
sure. I lost myself a bit. 

What I've learned is self-care isn't about getting away from the kids once a week for "me time", or treating yourself to 
a massage once a month (or every other month, or quarterly, or yearly), or buying yourself something shiny because 
you "deserve" it. I mean... do those things yes because as Dr. Seuss would say, "These things are fun and fun is good". 

Self-care is listening to yourself and acknowledging what your beingness needs. Loving yourself and being grateful for 
who you are and where you are every day. It is listening to the truth of your life and speaking it back. If you are not 
content, it is striving to make changes to be where and what you want when you take this time for yourself.  

Self-care is caring about yourself in every moment so that you have the energy to care for others. Self-care is not just 
for over tired, coffee or wine drunk mothers. Self-care is for all of us. Take time to listen no matter how busy or tired 
you may think you are. 

Still perfecting my commitment to self-care. Some weeks are better than others but I do see a difference when I'm 
taking the time verses when I'm too "busy". 

Amanda Sachs, mother, supervisor, Reiki Master 

 

 

 

 

https://energy-transformations.teachable.com/p/become-an-approved-continuing-education-provider
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 The Other Side of the Shadow  

In the spring 2018 newsletter I wrote about the Healing the Shadow Self and how we can be empowered by revealing 

that which is cloaked in Shadow to the light. There is also another side of the shadow that is not discussed or 

acknowledged as often and that is the light shadow.  

Here are some ways that the light shadow will show up in our lives. 

 Creates a willful ignorance of one’s issues, promoting the positive without addressing the darkness. Many 

lightworkers wish to spread moon dust and positivism all about the planet without addressing their own inner 

darkness. They wear the right spiritual garb, give lists of all the retreats and conferences that they have attended, and 

can quote Eckhart Tolle and Abraham Hicks in their sleep. They believe that if they align with all the trending self-help 

and spiritual gurus their life will be transformed without doing any inner work. They remain ignorant and spread 

judgment about others who are not as positive as they project. You can tell they have not done the work because 

they have so many triggers and blame others for their misery. Real transformation comes when we take the tools we 

have been learning and go deep within to visit those parts of us that want love.  

Chooses to remain ungrounded in the name of “being more spiritual.” How many times have I heard my clients say 

that being ungrounded means that they are more aligned in their spirit? Being ungrounded sets people up for 

accidents, making poor choices, missing their real moment of spiritual engagement with others and their higher self. 

Choosing to be ungrounded is an escape mechanism to not look at the shadow parts that are seeking healing and to 

be brought into the light. Most people are ungrounded because they are not dealing with the stress in their lives and 

not asking their shadows what they really need for healing. Being grounded aligns you in the True Light that you are 

that will guide you to amazing experiences on all level in life and will help you to heal that which you are running 

from. Ask yourself, what would grounding look like and feel like. Begin taking steps to grounding your body and feel 

how really empowered you become on all levels.  

Speaks to those qualities of light that we are not owning within us. There is a song called It’s in Everyone of Us by 

John Denver. Each person embody qualities of Light. It is up to each one of us to own them. When someone gives you 

a compliment and you do not take it or quiet the giver of that compliment, you are not owning your light. When 

someone recognizes your gifts or Light, the ego feels threatened because the ego does not want us to know our 

power. The ego wants to keep us inferior so it can run us via our fears. Owning and living in alignment with your Light 

qualities empowers you to live authentically. It leads you to true spiritual power that can be streamed in every 

element of your life. When you acknowledge and own your light and the qualities that support that light, you become 

a powerhouse that can change the world for the better. Look at someone you admire and ask what kind of person is 

he/she? List their characteristic and qualities that standout for you. You have these as well. Begin to own them. 

Let’s not be in denial of the Light. All of our shadows are trying to help us to heal on some level. There is no criticism, 

just opportunity for healing and for owning the Light that we are. Given a choice empowerment sounds and feels so 

much better than denial or being delusional.  

Dawn Fleming 
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 THE ALL ETERNAL NOW 

Time exists in NoWhere 

the same Place as does Space 

It’s created from our Wonderings 

and Imagine Out of Place 

But we need it for our Reason 

to explain our Hows and Whys 

We want it for our Intellect 

to substantiate our lies 

And we believe it’s Truth! 

and explains our Universe 

Not knowing that it’s Folly 

and Heartless in its Curse 

But if we are to know the Real 

and be Awakened from our Dreams 

We must release the paradigm 

that Life is as it seems 

And then we come to Realize 

the Transcendence of our Knowing 

That goes beyond the Intellect 

to where the “Heart of Mind” is flowing 

So Release yourself to NoWhere 

and journey beyond space 

Step outside your Reason 

to NoWhere and NoPlace 

And there you’ll find the Answers 

to Who and Why and How 

And then you’ll live in NoTime 

the All Eternal Now 

Sue Wilkes 
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Are you ready to...IGNITE your Reiki practice 

     DEEPEN your Reiki connection 

       EXPAND your Reiki skills? 

Use discount code IGNITE to get 25% off on this program  

With this course you'll EXPLORE a new topic each day for 21days with teachings, discussions, practical 

exercises and guided meditations to expand your understanding and experience of Reiki.  

Whether your focus is healing yourself or others-Whether you're a brand new Reiki Level I student or 

an experienced Reiki Master/Teacher… This course will encourage you to explore different aspects of 

Reiki with fresh eyes, spark creative insights and offer new ways to incorporate this powerful healing 

energy into your day to day life and Reiki practice. Enhance your Reiki skills and add to your Reiki 

toolbox. Presented by Reiki Masters Kerry Blank and Dawn Fleming, both full time energy healers with 

more than 50 years combined experience in practicing and teaching Reiki professionally. 

Topics include: Reiki and Intuition, Reiki as a Pathway to Loving Relationships, Byosen Scanning, Grounding 

into Your Essence with Reiki, Reiki for Conscious Creation, Inner Alignment for Practicing Reiki, Reiki and 

the Detoxification Process, Reiki for Balancing the Nervous System, Reiki for Trauma, Reiki and 

Forgiveness, Reiki for Weight Loss, Reiki for Healing Sadness and Depression, Improving Relationships with 

Reiki, Reiki and the Realm of Miracles, Reiki and Honoring Free Will, Integrating Reiki With Other Healing 

Modalities, Reiki for Clearing and Creating Sacred Space, Reiki and Creating Healthy Boundaries, Reiki, 

Angels and Spirit Guides, Reiki for Supporting the Dying Process, Reiki and Crystals for Self Healing  

Sign up here! 

https://energy-transformations.teachable.com/p/ignite-your-reiki-practice
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The theme for this year's retreat is Illumination.  Are you ready to more fully  
embrace your amazing Light?  To raise your vibration, open energetic pathways, and to live a 

more Reiki-filled life?  

 

“Yes!"  Then join us for a weekend of fun, inner nourishment and heart centered healing. Enjoy 
Reiki activities, a campfire drumming circle under the stars, and the company of other like  
minded people. Experience the powerful transformative space that is created when a group like 
this comes together with intentions of illumination and healing. You'll also have time to take in  
nature's regenerative energies on this beautiful historic property with tall oak and juniper trees, 
and a sacred spring with a healing energy vortex where local Native tribes hold ceremonies. 

 

Your retreat leaders are Reiki Masters Dawn Fleming and Kerry Blank, together they have over 
50 years experience working with Reiki.  The Reiki Retreat begins Friday evening and runs 
through Sunday afternoon.  The location is El Rancho Robles Guest Ranch & Retreat Center in 
Oracle, AZ, nestled at the base of the Santa Catalina Mountains. Pricing includes the retreat  
activities, meals and lodging.  There are a limited number of openings, so we encourage you to 
sign up early. 

 

We welcome you and hope you and your beautiful Light will join us! 

$50 discount on single room and double room accommodations through June 30th.  
https://www.energytransformations.org/collections/retreats/products/reiki-illumination-
weekend-retreat 

Sign up here 

http://elranchorobles.com/
https://www.energytransformations.org/collections/retreats/products/reiki-illumination-weekend-retreat
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https://www.energytransformations.org/collections/services

